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Out of 80 pages, 27 posted 61 new posts with an average of
2.26 posts per day. Compared to the prior timeframe, the
number of interactions on new posts was 43.04%.
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We Belong Together
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The congresswoman said detainees relayed disturbing accounts of being held at Border
Patrol: “One woman said ‘I want to be with my children’ and the Border Patrol agent said:
‘You will never see your children again. Families don’t exist here. You won’t have a family
anymore.’ ” #FamiliesBelongTogether via Washington Post

‘Mothers could not stop crying’: Lawmaker
blasts Trump policy after visiting detained
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/2/?ui=2&ik=9f36d63b04&jsver=DwQKp74iIHY.en.&cbl=gmail_fe_180603.15_p9&view=pt&msg=163f039bcefa7831&cat=%40SM…
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immigrants
“America is better than this,” Washington Gov. Jay Inslee told a
crowd of protesters in front of a...
WASHINGTONPOST.COM
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"My soul is broken. We made a huge sacrifice to come here asking for protection and
instead of help, they are torturing us" Ignacio Villatoro, father of 4 children taken away
from him by Trump's immigration agents

Mom and 4 children forced to separate after
seeking asylum in US
The Villatoro's family is split between sanctuary and detention
in two countries and across three US states.
CNN.COM
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Florida Immigrant
Coalition
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Nothing about this makes America great.

Immigrant moms in SeaTac prison 'could hear
their children screaming'
The dozens of moms jailed in SeaTac didn’t realize what was
happening when they were torn from their...
KUOW.ORG
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UPDATE! A federal court granted #PabloVillavicencio a stay of deportation until July 20th.
Pablo was detained by ICE after delivering food at a Brooklyn, NY military base. Pablo
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/2/?ui=2&ik=9f36d63b04&jsver=DwQKp74iIHY.en.&cbl=gmail_fe_180603.15_p9&view=pt&msg=163f039bcefa7831&cat=%40SM…
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deserves to be with his family. We join Make the Road New York and allies to do all we
can to #FreePablo. #UnitySummer

Immigrant arrested while delivering pasta to
military base will get to stay in U.S. — for now
Pablo Villavicencio, along with his wife and two young
American daughters, has become a live chip in the...
WASHINGTONPOST.COM
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After 97 workers were detained in one of the biggest workplace raids, up to 160 US citizen
children now worry about their parent having to leave the country. The community steps
up to support families affected. “I cried Thursday night wondering which of my students
were without parents that night." a teacher in Tennessee

ICE Came for a Tennessee Town’s Immigrants.
The Town Fought Back.
Agents conducted one of the biggest workplace raids since
President Trump announced a crackdown on illegal...
NYTIMES.COM
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Tennessee Immigrant and
Refugee Rights Coalition
[TIRRC]
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2 hours ago
“Agents conducted one of the biggest workplace raids since President Trump announced
a crackdown on illegal immigration, detaining 97 workers in Morristown. But for residents,
these workers were their neighbors.” We won’t stop fighting for the 97 families and for an
end to workplace raids.

ICE Came for a Tennessee Town’s Immigrants.
The Town Fought Back.
Agents conducted one of the biggest workplace raids since
President Trump announced a crackdown on illegal...
NYTIMES.COM
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"This legitimized racism is so common and so accepted that it becomes invisible."

Fake Pensacola Mayoki Indians tribe sparks
outrage on social media
Photos of the fictitious Mayoki Indians drew criticism from
Native Americans and others who accused the...
PNJ.COM
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We're hiring! Northwest Immigrant Rights Project (NWIRP) seeks a Spanishspeaking
attorney or law graduate, taking the July 2018 bar examination, to provide direct
representation, community outreach and education to individuals seeking legal assistance
in a variety of affirmative and defensive immigration matters. This position will be based in
NWIRP’s Wenatchee Office. This office serves a client base consisting largely of
farmworkers and their families.

www.nwirp.org:=:https://www.nwirp.org/
NWIRP.ORG
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VIDEO: This week the Los Angeles community came out in support of immigrants
seeking asylum in the U.S. and demand that this administration stop separating children
from their parents at the border. This is what #UnitySummer is all about!
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"At the age of 14 I stepped foot into the strawberry fields as a worker for the first time. It
was then, when I realized the value of the hard work of my parents; The sacrifices they
had to do in order for us to never need anything, and that meant working long hours on
hot and cold days, with their backs bent all day working for less than the minimum wage. I
always knew I wanted to go to college, even though I knew I wouldn’t be able to pursue a
career due to my legal status. That didn’t...
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Fair Immigration Reform
Movement
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“Agents conducted one of the biggest workplace raids since President Trump announced
a crackdown on illegal immigration, detaining 97 workers in Morristown. But for residents,
these workers were their neighbors.” Tennessee Immigrant and Refugee Rights Coalition
[TIRRC]

ICE Came for a Tennessee Town’s Immigrants.
The Town Fought Back.
Agents conducted one of the biggest workplace raids since
President Trump announced a crackdown on illegal...
NYTIMES.COM
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